NOTES

6 ASW TOP FITTING PLUGS ARE 10" X 1/4".
5 1/2" MANWAY W/ LEVER LOCK COVER
4 MOLDED IN VOLUME MARKER (50 GAL. INCREMENTS)
3 20" X 4" DOME FLATS
2 14" X 14" DOME FLATS (3 PLACES)
1 12" X 14" LOWER FLAT (2 PLACES)

REVISION DESCRIPTION
2/15/99 ISSUE 1 REVISED TANK MOLDED GRADUATION
1/11/97 ISSUE 1 REVISED TANK MOLDED GRADUATION
6/6/96 ISSUE 1 MODEL TANK FITTINGS FLATS
1 6/6/96 ISSUE REV. 1 NEW TANK